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concrete
casings
by Kenneth Cheong | Photography by Marc Tey

A soaring roof cast deep shadows
in the cascading concrete volumes
of the Sepang House designed by
Eleena Jamil of Eleena Jamil Architect.
Nestled in an enclave of bungalows
in the suburban sprawl of Sepang,
Malaysia, the house is home to a
young family.

T

he site is relatively flat with no particular
features to respond to. The rectangular
shape of the site slightly fans out at
an angle towards the street front.
The Sepang House takes this subtle
irregularity in the shape of the site as a point of departure
for the plan of the house.
‘We placed the house very close to and along the
southern boundary, because we wanted the house to
have a large garden and pool towards the north. We felt
the northern part of the lot is more private and also of
course, because it is very shaded from direct sunlight,’
said the architect.
The service areas of the house hug the skewed
boundary of the site with the living spaces spilling out
to a more regular shaped open lawn. ‘The design of the
house is driven by the desire for the main living areas to
face the cool and shaded north direction and the garden.
In order to achieve this, spaces are organized along a
pair of central brick-spine walls that runs east and west.
Staircases are placed between these walls. Main spaces
such as living, dining, guest and master bedrooms
organized to the north of the spine walls, whereas the
kitchen and other bedrooms to the south.’
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SEPANG HOUSE, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA

At the heart of the house is a salmon-hued, exposed
brick-encased staircase. Tactile and warm against the
monochromatic concrete external facing walls, the
staircase stitches and connects all the concrete volumes
on the ground and the first floor.
On the lower levels, the staircase is an insertion
into the brickwork casing snaking upwards to reach a
high point to puncture the brick sheath to view the living
room like a suspended transitional room. ‘Openings in
the spine and multiple double-height volumes create
opportunities for visual and acoustic connections within
the house and outdoors, making the house feel more
intimate and warm.’
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

From the living room the brick wall becomes a
curated collage of texture and depth, as walls recede and
are brought forwards with concrete insertions. ‘Different
materials are used to distinguish different elements of
the house. For example, raw exposed concrete is used
for all external walls, bricks for spine walls that run along
the centre of the house, and timber for roof structures,
ceilings and the floor. All other surfaces are plastered
and painted white.’
According to Eleena, ‘This approach to materiality
creates a richness of texture in the house – an interesting
background for contemporary family life.’
SECTIONs

cascading volumes
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From the exterior, the concrete encased volumes seem
to be cascading away from the sun path, as if to avoid
the tropical heat. The thin line of the metal deck roof
cuts the cascading volume at a diagonal, seen from the
northern facade.
The deep nyatoh-finished overhang shades the
negative spaces of the volumes to create shaded
interstitial outdoor thresholds on all levels of the house.
‘The main living areas on the ground floor are directly
connected to a large outdoor terrace that cantilevers

On the first floor, the master bedroom faces the
cooler northern façade and takes advantage of the
views towards the generous open lawn. Three other
bedrooms are arranged to butt against the south-facing
diagonal wall.
The vertical circulation within the private zone
of the house is placed in the centre of the plan as a
fulcrum to the first floor with the rooms arranged around
it. Where in the public area of the house, the staircase
is interpreted as a sturdy and solid material with timber
threads, the staircase in the private area of the house
become a lighter sculptural piece in steel, leading to an
attic bedroom on the second floor. Fabricated off-site,
the folded steel plates are assembled on site and fixed to
the walls with concealed fixtures.
Voids are inserted into the concrete casings to
create complex spatial connections between the floors
and spaces throughout the house. The dramatic doublevolume living room is visually connected to the private
sleeping quarters on the first floor, creating a dialogue
between the spaces.

over the pool. The master and attic bedrooms are also
connected to terraces. They mediate between the inside
and outside spaces and provide the occupants with
shaded cool spaces outdoors, a necessity in the hot
humid climate of the tropics.’
The ribbing of the Merbau timber struts supporting
the metal deck roofing, attenuate on the northern façade
like a skeletal frame, layering a lightness to the solid
volumes. From the lawn, the metal roof shading the living
room echoes the diagonal geometry of the site to subtly
add dynamism to the outdoor terrace and elevation.
From the front façade, the cascading volumes are
sheared and plunge towards the street front. Minimal
openings to the east and west façades indicate their hot
facings. The roof seems to soar further towards the front
as if attempting to shade the concrete volumes.
The Sepang House veers away from impactful
iconography. Rather, it is an exploration of contrasts in
space and texture, creating sophisticated and complex
spaces layered with the dialogue between transitional
spaces, scale, volume and materiality. This spatial richness
can only be achieved with a sophisticated balance of
spatial curation for a more impactful experience.

